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14/08/2017
Dr Tony Buti MLA
Chair
Public Accounts Committee
Parliament House
PERTH WA 6000
By email: lapac@parliament.wa.gov.au
Dear Dr Buti
Submission to the Public Accounts Committee (the Committee) – Inquiry into the Management
and Oversight of the Perth Children’s Hospital Project
We refer to the above matter.
We take this opportunity to formally thank the Committee for the opportunity to make this
submission.
The CFMEU is the principle union representing workers and their industrial interests in the
construction industry in WA. We confirm the Western Australia Legislative Assembly Public
Accounts Committee is conducting an inquiry into the management and oversight of the Perth
Children’s Hospital project (the Inquiry). The terms of reference for the Inquiry are:
“The Committee will examine and report on how the departments of Health and Treasury
have managed the Perth Children’s Hospital (PCH) project, with a focus on:
(a)
(b)
(c)

The effectiveness of the project’s overall governance structure in identifying and
responding to risk;
The processes in place to provide assurances that materials and systems used on
the project meet the required standards; and
The risks and benefits associated with granting practical completion.”

It is understood that the main focus of the Inquiry is the governance arrangements that were
established to deliver this project i.e. the arrangements for a clear decision-making, accountability,
and reporting framework capable of promptly identifying and managing risks as they emerge.
Further, we approach this submission with an understanding that during the construction phase of the
PCH, John Holland (JHG) was required to work collaboratively with the Director General of Health
(responsible for managing commissioning issues) and the Department of Treasury’s Strategic Projects
and Asset Sales (responsible for managing the building contract and construction activities) to
produce an integrated approach to program delivery. We further understand that together, these
agencies formed a multi-agency body that was known as the PCH Commissioning and Transition
Taskforce (the Taskforce).
By these submissions, we will seek to establish that there was a total failure of governance and
integration of accountability and quality assurance between the Taskforce and JHG. In our view,
there were clearly major failings on this project particularly in regard to the management of the
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project and the materials used (which in the worst case contained asbestos and in other cases did not
meet the relevant Australian Standards). These failings have resulted in the opening of a vital part of
the health system, the PCH being delayed. This has been cause for major concern for all workers and
their families in Western Australia.
During the construction phase of the PCH, CFMEU members were in a unique position to examine
and undertake assessment on the many of the problems at the PCH site from a worker's perspective.
Save to say, the problems on the PCH project were multifaceted.
In looking at the governance arrangements for the project, the CFMEU is of the view that it is vital
that the Committee is informed of what actually happened during the construction phase and how
issues relating to the quality of products and any health and safety implications were, or were not,
dealt with.
Finally, we confirm that the following members of the CFMEU would like to give oral submissions to
accompany these written submissions:
I.

2.

3.
4.

Mr Michael Buchan (State Secretary of the CFMEU WA);
Mr Cam McCullough (Assistant State Secretary of the CFMEU WA);
Mr Bob Benkesser (OH&S Officer of the CFMEU WA); and
Doug Heath (Organiser from the CFMEU WA).

Should the Committee have any further questions with respect to the above, please do not hesitate to
or on
contact the writer at
Kind Regards

Mick Buchan

State Secretary (CFMEU WA}
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Problems on the PCH Site and How They Were Dealt With
1.

General
The PCH project was plagued by problems from the outset. The CFMEU raised these concerns
with the previous State Government as early as 2012. On 5 February 2013, those concerns were
directly raised with Mr Colin Barnett. Attached hereto and marked “CFMEU 1” is a copy of
that correspondence.
In our view, this correspondence highlights the systematic failures and culture that would
evolve into what is possibly Western Australia’s most problematic infrastructure project in
recent history. Further, it demonstrates that problems were foreseen, but largely disregarded
by the previous State Government. As the CFMEU is a major stakeholder in infrastructure
projects in this the State, CFMEU members could have assisted the State Government in
mitigating risks and getting ‘real’ advice on the problems associated with the project.

2.

The Asbestos
There were a number of problems which arose during the construction of the PCH project. In
our view, none were more serious than the installation of illegally imported composite roof
panels containing asbestos.
On 9 March 2017, the CFMEU presented a detailed account with respect to the asbestos found
within the roof paneling installed on PCH project to the Senate Economic References
Committee into Non-conforming buildings products. Both the State Secretary of the CFMEU,
Mr Michael Buchan and Occupational Health and Safety Officer of the CFMEU, Bob
Benkesser gave compelling oral evidence to the Senate Committee which demonstrated an
insight into how asbestos was discovered and the subsequent mismanagement of its disposal.
We attach hereto and mark “CFMEU 2” a copy of that Committee Hansard for the Committee’s
consideration (see pages 7 to 16).
Confirmed in these verbal submissions is JHG’s distinct lack of procedure and inability to
properly manage the risks associated with the discovery of this hazardous (and potentially
deadly) material. Furthermore, our members have advised that in many instances, they were
actively misled by JHG supervisors with respect to the presence of asbestos on the PCH project.
Putting aside complex questions about the regulatory regime associated with the importation of
non-compliant materials within the Western Australian building industry, it is the CFMEU’s
submission that JHG’s response to the discovery of asbestos on the PCH was grossly
inadequate. The CFMEU believes this situation was partly facilitated by JHG’s culture on the
PCH and partly from the way in which the disposal of asbestos in Western Australia is generally
managed (or mismanaged). For the most part, the party or individual which locates the
asbestos, is ultimately responsible for its safe disposal. This model enabled JHG to effectively
“self-govern” its response to the discovery of asbestos on the PCH project without the input,
direction or regulation by the Taskforce or independent State Government agencies such as the
Building Commission or WorkSafe.
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2.1

The Discovery and Management of Asbestos
The asbestos was initially discovered on the PCH project on 12 July 2016 as a result of workers,
employed by sub-contractors On-Site Engineering (OS E) and Global Windows (GW), cutting
into sections of imported roof panels on the 8th floor atrium. Those panels were supplied to
JHG through Yuanda, a Chinese-Australian company. This work generated plumes of dust
which reportedly billowed out into the surrounding work area. Also, as a result of the work
process, the internal materials of the roof panels were scattered (in pieces) around the work
area. Upon inspection, those employees found two (2) layers of suspicious cementitious type
material.
We are advised by our members that at this time, the sub-contracted employees raised their
concerns with the JHG management, who initially responded words to the effect “you can sniff
it, you see, it’s not asbestos you can lick it”. In fact, we have been made aware of concerning
reports that questions with respect to the presence of asbestos by employees either went
unanswered, were joked about or dismissed as scaremongering by JHG supervisors. In this
context, employees were generally directed to continue working after the asbestos was
discovered.

Photo taken on 12 July 2016 by a member of the CFMEU evidencing sub-contracted
employee continuing to work in amongst contaminated roof panels despite
discovery of asbestos. You can clearly see asbestos shards scattered on the floor.
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Photo taken on 12 July 2016 by a member of the CFMEU evidencing subcontracted employee continuing to work in amongst contaminated roof panels
despite discovery of asbestos. Once again, you can clearly see asbestos shards
scattered on the floor.
Sometime during that day, the CFMEU is informed that much of the asbestos was extracted
and removed using three (3) to five (5) employees from a labour hire firm engaged by a subcontractor L&M Painting. L&M Painting were engaged by JHG. We understand that those
employees were on holiday working visas and were not qualified to undertake that level work.
In addition, we are advised that much of the asbestos was collected, taken down in the lift on
site and dumped in a skip bin as general waste located in the basement floor.
To be very clear, at this time none of the workforce, including lift operators or tradesman on
other floors were aware that asbestos had been found on the site. Any knowledge was mere
speculation as JHG did not issue a formal directive to workers on the site. Many of our
members have informed us that the first they knew of the discovery of asbestos was via the
news that evening or the next day.
This position is corroborated by another member of the CFMEU who has advised that at the
time the asbestos was found, he was working on the basement floor in close proximity to the
general waste bins. During this period, a significant amount of dust was emanating from the
general waste bin. In fact, the dust was so severe he was required to leave the basement area.
We also confirm that this member requested clarification from JHG supervisors as to whether
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the unusual dust was attributable to the asbestos found on the upper levels.
member did not receive the courtesy of a response form JHG supervisors.

Each time this

The mismanagement of this issue continued into the next day. On 13 July 2016 at 10.15am, when
CFMEU officials Doug Heath and Phil Kennedy attempted to enter site to investigate suspected
OHS breaches associated with the asbestos claims, JHG refused entry to the PCH project.
Putting to side issues with respect to right of entry (which will be discussed in further detail
later in this submission), whilst outside several sub-contracted workers engaged by L&M
Painting met with our officials. Those sub-contracted employees confirmed with our officials
that they continued to work on level 7 and level 8 and were not trained to remove asbestos - but
had been made to undertake the work associated with the clean-up nonetheless.
Further, the sub-contracted employers had repeatedly expressed to JHG supervisors the desire
to stay in the crib areas or be sent off site due to the fear of asbestos inhalation - but had been
told by JHG supervisors words to the effect that “if you leave site, you can fuck off and won’t
be coming back”. The sub-contracted employees also confirmed that they were employed by
labour hire firms and would likely be sacked if they continued to raise the issue. The subcontracted employees pleaded with our officials to “do something to get us out of this
dangerous work area” (or words to that effect).
We note that above sequence of events is contrary to the Building Commission’s Interim
Report of September 2016. On page 15 of that report, the Building Commission states that:
“At 6.30am (on 13 July 2017) Focus Demolition and Asbestos Removalists (FDAR),
an unrestricted asbestos license holder, arrived on the site to supervise the erection
of the exclusion zone and to commence the clearing and decontamination of the
incident area”
We confirm that the CFMEU has video footage of sub-contracted workers engaged by L&M
Painting employees undertaking decontamination on 13 July 2016 and will provide this footage
at request of the Committee.
Further and despite repeated requests from the CFMEU, JHG has not provided any clear
documentation confirming that those who were tasked with cleaning up the asbestos held the
appropriate licenses to do so.
After considerable media pressure (instigated in at least part by the CFMEU), we understand
that JHG finally made moves to undertake due process by barricading the affected area. The
CFMEU was still not satisfied with the hazard identification and testing undertaken at that time.
As a result of further pressure by the CFMEU, JHG finally engaged Coffeys, a well-respected
and reputable asbestos decontamination firm.
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This recount of events is in stark contrast to the Building Commission’s assessment of the
matter. On 13 September 2016, upon release of its interim report which specifically assessed
the issue of asbestos found on the PCH project, the Building Commissioner Peter Gow
announced that:
“I am satisfied that the response to asbestos at the new Perth Children’s Hospital site
was managed appropriately by John Holland and that the remediation plan to
remove asbestos-containing material at the site is adequate”
Attached hereto and marked “CFMEU 3” is copy of that media release.
Having regard to the above, this assessment is nothing short of astounding. Hundreds of
workers were placed on the asbestos register as a result of JHG’s failure to properly undertake
a clear, informed strategy with respect to this issue.
What is more concerning, is that we do not believe the Taskforce (in particular Strategic
Projects) had any involvement during this process (certainly initially) and considers the way in
which the removal of asbestos on the PCH project occurred to be a clear failure in the
governance structure to identify and respond to this issue.
2.2

Right of Entry
CFMEU officials attempted to access site under OH&S right of entry to investigate the
suspected breaches but were hindered, obstructed and refused right of entry by JHG at every
attempt.

2.3

Consultation with the Workforce with Respect to Presence of Asbestos
In the days following the discovery of asbestos on the PCH project, our members have advised
that as a result of many workers not being informed that asbestos had been located, many asked
JHG supervisors to hold a site meeting so that the appropriate information could be distributed.
We understand that these requests largely went unanswered or were refused.
In the early stages, there was a lot of speculation about the presence of asbestos and who had
been exposed on the site. This worried many workers. JHG did nothing to allay those workers
concerns. Generally, there was very little communication from JHG. The CFMEU believes
that the lack of communication comes at little surprise as it represents the culture that JHG
proactively developed on the PCH project.
Many of our members who were potentially exposed either through working on the affected
levels, in the basement or on the lifts had to request medical checks from JHG supervisors. We
further understand that once those workers attended medical checks were not offered chest xrays notwithstanding that it is a baseline requirement in circumstances of asbestos exposure.
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In circumstances where workers had accessed lifts to enter other areas of the site, made contact
with other people (including their families), frequented crib room facilities, toilets and driven
home all the while unaware that they may have been exposed to chrysotile asbestos without
their knowledge is remarkable.
2.4

Summary
Having regard to all of the matters set out above, the CFMEU submits the following:
a) JHG actively and consciously mismanaged the discovery and safe disposal of the
asbestos on the PCH project contrary to the Building Commissions report;
b) We are unaware of any interaction between the Taskforce and JHG after the initial
discovery of the asbestos on the PCH project in order to properly identify the risks
and clearly determine a plan for safe removal of the asbestos. As far as the CFMEU
is concerned, there was no response or intervention on behalf of the Taskforce with
respect to this issue;
c) There was no interaction between Taskforce and JHG to ensure a process was in
place to require the immediate cessation of work as a result of the discovery of
asbestos. In fact (as stated above) workers were required to work despite unsafe
conditions.
d) The CFMEU attempted to relay information to the Taskforce (particularly Strategic
Projects) with respect to the safe disposal of asbestos and the potential harm to
workers on the PCH project but was dismissed;
e) The Taskforce did not operate effectively to manage and liaise with JHG and the
workers to properly identify and manage the location and safe removal of asbestos on
the PCH project; and
f) Processes in place were not adequate to provide assurances to all relevant parties
(particularly the workforce) to ensure the asbestos discovered was safely removed.

3.

The Non-Compliant Firewalls (Passive Firewalls)
In or about April 2017, the CFMEU became aware of allegations, made by a former supervisor
on the PCH, that passive fire walls constructed and installed by ceiling fixing sub-contractors
engaged by the builder JHG were non-compliant and not constructed to manufacturer or
Australian Standards.
The CFMEU is further advised that the majority of the workforce employed at the PCH
(including upper management, lower management, contractors, subcontractors and employees)
were aware of this issue during the construction of the PCH.
Those of our members who identified the issue and eventually relayed the position to
representatives of the JHG (including its supervisors) were quickly identified, isolated and in
some cases dismissed from their employment.
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What made the process of reporting safety and quality assurance issues all the more difficult
was that all sub-contractors and employee working contracts included non-disclosure clauses
prohibiting those individuals (at least in their minds) from reporting malpractice on behalf of
JHG and its subcontractors. These matters were compounded by the lack of job security for
construction workers generally and the high number of casual and labour workers engaged on
the PCH project. This created a difficult environment for those involved on the site in being
able to actually report issues to the relevant authorities including (say for example) the Building
Commission, Comcare or WorkSafe.
3.1

Background
By way of background, the PCH (being a hospital) is a class 9a building. As a result, the PCH
has very particular requirements for Fire Resistance Levels (FRL). This is as a result of
inhabitants (potentially) not being able to move freely without assistance. One of the key
principles of fire separation is to divide large buildings into fire compartments to improve
occupant safety by controlling the spread of fire between those compartments1. As the
Committee would appreciate, in the event of a fire, the occupants of the PCH would be slower
and more difficult move in an emergency situation. These stringent requirements for FRL and
compartment sizes aim to minimise disruption and danger which might result in a building of
this type. This is in contrast to the requirements of say a shopping centre where the majority of
patrons would be evacuated more quickly in the event of a fire. In circumstances where a fire
were to break out at the PCH, the system is designed to enable the patrons to evacuate from the
location of the fire to another fire compartment of the building. As a result, the PCH patrons
would be relying on the construction of the passive fire walls to protect them from a fire.

3.2

Fire Rated Junctions
CFMEU members have disclosed that the plasterboard junctions were not properly treated with
an appropriate acrylic sealer and binder. In many instances, the dusty edge of the raw
plasterboard was not treated which led to poor adhesion of the fire mastic to the plasterboard.
The Committee should be aware that this is a critical detail which resulted in large areas
cracking along wall, floor and ceiling junctions. These junctions were remedied by applying
more fire mastic to the edge, with the failing junctions having the mastic removed, primed and
reapplied correctly.
In addition, the CFMEU’s members have reported that the expansion joints within the passive
firewall system were not installed correctly. Reports to the CFMEU include:
a) Expansion joints were not installed at the correct intervals/spans across a wall;
b) Expansion joints had a non-fire rated steel or plastic flush bead installed only, there
was no framing separation, no fire rated baffle installed behind the non-fire rated bead;
c) Expansion joints have not been installed correctly in service shafts resulting in the
possibility of fire quickly travelling through multiple levels; and

Final Report, Perth Children’s Hospital Audit, Building Commission, Department of Commerce, Government of Western Australia, April
2017 pg 58
1
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d) Non-compliant fire-walls and the incorrect use of the manufacturer’s product in the
installation process voids any fire rating warranty associated with the passive fire wall
system.
In our view, the lack of quality expansion joints has the potential to undermine the integrity of
the passive firewalls and will likely require additional maintenance over their lifespan,
ultimately costing the State Government, as the asset owner more over the long to medium
term. This high maintenance cost is likely to be caused by the passive firewalls expanding at
different rates over time.
3.3

The Installation of Multilayered Plasterboard Linings
During the installation of the passive fire walls at the PCH, in many instances, Finlay’s as the
primary ceiling fixing contractors engaged by JHG (who were largely inexperienced and not
supervised by JHG), used multiple layers of fire rated plasterboard “sandwiched” together to
achieve the appropriate finish. Generally, to use the plasterboard in this way is a non-compliant
use of that product. In addition, those ceiling fixers used an intumescent fire mastic (made by
Knauf Bindex) to flush and bond the layers of plasterboard together. Although the fire mastic
is a fire rated product, the CFMEU understands this use to be outside of the manufacturer’s
specifications. When the fire mastic is heated, it reacts and expands and as a result of the mastic
being ‘sandwiched’ between layers of plasterboard. When the product expands, it pushes the
plasterboard from the mechanical fasteners or screws.
In addition, during the installation of the firewalls, a product called Bindex was used
extensively as an adhesive, against the recommended tested use of the product. All Knauf fire
rated systems require the use of mechanical fixings only. If a fire were to start and hit the
firewalls, expansion of this product will begin as low as 200 degrees. The centre of a candle
burns at about 14000 degrees Celsius. As the Committee would appreciate there is real potential
for the passive firewall system to fail.

3.4

Non-fire Rated Components Used
The CFMEU has been advised that non-fire rated fixings have been used throughout the passive
fire rated wall system at the PCH project. These wall fixings are products known as wall toggles
and wall mates. More specifically, these wall fixings are hollow fasteners which provide an
opening for fire to ingress. These fixings were installed by inexperienced ceiling fixers and
subcontractors without any supervision from JHG representatives.

3.5

System of Inspection of Firewalls
We have been advised by our members that for the most part, recent university graduates
without industry experience were engaged to inspect the passive wall system at the PCH. These
employees were employed through Norman, Disney & Young (NDY). Our members have
suggested to us that these recent university graduates lacked the appropriate knowledge and
experience to inspect the passive firewalls installed at the PCH.
In fact, the CFMEU has been advised that (and notwithstanding NDY’s engagement to
specifically undertake this role), JHG representatives would regularly accompany NDY
employees on fire inspection walks (which are largely required to monitor and identify potential
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risks). During these inspections, those JHG representatives would routinely put pressure on the
inexperienced NDY inspectors to ensure that issues of non-compliance were not noted and not
remedied. We are also advised that on one occasion, when the NDY inspector agreed not to
log the potential non-compliance, comments by JHG representatives were words to the effect
of “got away with that one”. This kind of behaviour demonstrates the culture and practices of
JHG on the PCH project. Clearly the processes and assurances established to ensure the
systems on the PCH project failed.
Having regard to the circumstances above, the CFMEU believes that there was no accountable
process to ensure the passive firewalls were of the requisite standard. This kind of behaviour
was systemic on the PCH. This submission demonstrates that the governance structure to
identify and responding to risk either did not exist or was broken.
3.6

The Building Commission
On 10 April 2017, the CFMEU wrote to the Building Commission with respect to the suspected
non-compliance of the passive firewall system on the PCH project. Attached hereto and marked
“CFMEU 4” is copy of that correspondence.
In this correspondence, the CFMEU sought specific assurances including that an investigation
into the installation and approval of the passive fire wall system take place. To date, the
CFMEU has not received the results of that investigation.

4.

The Firedoors

4.1

Plastic Door Packers
Originally, the fire doors were installed by a sub-contractor engaged by JHG called L&M
Painting. We understand that L&M painting were primarily a painting contractor. During the
installation of the fire doors and frames, it became apparent that L&M painting had installed
plastic door packers into the door frames. JHG later realised in an event of a fire, the plastic
could not be installed into fire rated door frames as they were not fire resistant.
Prior to the installation of the plastic into the fire rated door frames, our members and
management from FTA have advised that JHG representatives were instructed how to install
the door frames in order to ensure compliance. The CFMEU submits that despite this
knowledge and advice, issues relating to compliance were ignored by JHG management and
supervisors.

4.2

Sham Contracting
During the installation, we are advised that L&M Painting, who were engaged by JHG to install
the firedoors, further sub-contracted carpenters who were being paid per door and frame not on
an hourly rate. The CFMEU considers this arrangement to constitute what is known as sham
contracting arrangement.
For the Committee’s knowledge, sham contracting occurs when an employer treats the
employee as an independent contractor or subcontractor when they are not. That employee
may require the employee to have an ABN and submit invoices for work completed (such as
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the amount of door frames) and often rely on a contractor agreement to formalize the working
relationship. These “sub-contractors” are not working towards a predetermined result, but has
the effect of outsourcing control to unknown parties.
The CFMEU is unaware if the Taskforce had any oversight over the prevalence of sham
contracting arrangement on the PCH project.
4.3

The Engagement of FTA
Our members are of the belief that it many instances, JHG thought they knew better and
disregarded advice and proceeded to install fire walls as they saw fit. In addition, testing only
occurred once a substantial amount of door frames had been installed. Once testing occurred,
it was found that the fire doors would need to be replaced.
As a reaction, JHG engaged Fire Technology Australia (FTA) to obtain specific advice on how
to rate the fire doors and to ensure the fire doors and frames were installed correctly. That
advice included a direction that the firedoors needed to be solid and could not be split. We
understand that prior to this, it was JHG’s position that the plastic fire door packing would need
to be replaced, but the split door system could remain.
During these period, we are also advised that upon assessing the firedoors, FTA commented on
a number of occasions that there were not enough fixings in each door frame. Obviously, this
would cause the firedoors to fail a compliance test. This advice was ignored by JHG
supervisors. As a result, when JHG undertook inspections of the firedoors, FTA advised that
there were not enough fixings and therefore those doors were not compliant in accordance with
Australian Standards. Notwithstanding this, JHG instruct FTA to continue installing frames
for at least another week before it is decided to remove frames to alter them up to Australian
standards. We are advised that at one-point incorrect frames were being installed as the
removals and reinstallation (for the second time) had commenced.

4.4

Fire Door Certification
We are advised that JHG did not use a local company to certify the doors and frames, instead
preferring to use a NSW based company which is allegedly a subsidiary of JHG.
In this context, the CFMEU has been made aware that during the certification process, three (3)
to four (4) people from FTA and a JHG supervisor would accompany the certification officer
so that small alterations could be carried out as the door was assessed. It has been alleged that
some doors that had damage or holes were filled with fire resistant silicone, which had the effect
of ensuring the door was fire resistant, notwithstanding that it was likely the State Government
would want the defect in the door replaced. Our members have suggested this was done in the
hope the State Government would not notice.
There are additional reports that in some instances if there was a part missing on the FTA
employees were directed by JHG supervisors to take the piece required from a door frame that
had already been certified.
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The CFMEU is extremely concerned by these allegation as it calls into question the
accountability and independence of the certification processes associated with the installation
of the firedoors on the PCH project.
4.5

Summary
The CFMEU understands that this issue has been the subject of a Building Commission report.
However, in the construction phase, it was clear to our members that it was not JHG’s focus to
ensure the standard of products and workmanship was maintained, rather expediency and price
was the most important factor. The recurrent failures and faults undoubtedly caused and
contributed to the delay in completion of the PCH project. This position was echoed in the
Building Commission’s Interim Report dated April 2016. Although the report found the issue
was effectively resolved, it is important to highlight the process prior to rectification.
We also understand that during this process and after the fire doors being installed and
uninstalled multiple times, the doors and frames were badly damaged resulting in a site wide
insitu repaint. Our members further advised that this process will lead to further maintenance
for the State Government in the medium to long terms as the paint is more likely to chip and
peel due to its method of application.
Furthermore, that fact that this issue has been rectified is somewhat irrelevant. If we are to
address the terms of reference of this inquiry, that fact that JHG failed or ignored due process
with respect to the installation directly caused this problem. Furthermore, that fact that the
Taskforce did not appropriately oversee the installation and integration of the fire doors enabled
the problem to occur. This ultimately caused significant delay and additional cost. We
understand that this issue was evolving long before JHG reported it to the Taskforce.

5.

The Jurisdiction of Comcare v WorkSafe
The CFMEU consistently raised concerns on potentially hazardous practices throughout the
construction phase of the PCH. The CFMEU monitored safety standards and notified Comcare
and WorkSafe of these concerns regularly. Regrettably, the CFMEU had little success in
getting either Comcare or WorkSafe to adequately address these matters. Furthermore, the
CFMEU had very little success in getting the JHG to rectify the safety issues.

6.

JHG Management
Many of the problems on the PCH project was associated to the distinct lack of management.
With respect to the issue, our members have advised of the following:
a) There was a very strong adversarial relationship instigated and fostered by JHG
management towards every contractor and worker on site. This animosity made
communication and morale very poor, not only between JHG and the workers, but also
internally between JHG supervisors and its general staff.
b) Most of the problems seemed too difficult for the JHG management and staff to deal
with. Once a problem arose, in most instances JHG supervisors and staff would direct
the cause of that problem to the sub-contractors or labour hire firm employees on the
site. JHG management and staff were not interested in tackling problems collectively
due to mistrust and the general incompetency of JHG management, supervisors and
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staff. JHG seemed more interested in exploiting contractors than building a hospital
with their focus and strength seemed to be on their legal team rather than their
construction team.
c) The PCH project site manager/project manager treated the workers with distain, on
many occasions referring to the workers onsite as ‘idiots’.
d) The vast majority of managers and supervisors lacked the requisite experience to
properly undertake the work associated with a project of this size.
e) There was a high turnover of JHG managers and supervisors on the project. As the
Committee would appreciate this led to an inconsistency of quality assurance systems
and management of workforce. This is one of the key factors in causing the delays on
the project. In fact, one of our members who was employed for the entire project
indicated that over the construction phase, there were over 130 changes in management
and supervisorial roles on the PCH project.
f) If workers raised concerns about safety or conditions, they were generally targeted or
bullied by JHG management. Further, those concerns were rarely acted upon.
g) JHG management would always accompany the worker if they wanted to discuss safety
issues with their union organiser which made it impossible to speak confidentially
about these issues. This is in circumstances where concerns raised directly with JHG
management would go unanswered.
7.

JHG’s Capacity to Perform
From the CFMEU’s perspective, the previous State Government’s decision to utilise a civil
contractor to build the PCH was based purely on price. JHG had no relevant experience in
Western Australia.
The following analysis examines the governance structure in regard to the capacity of the State
Government to identify risks associated with the construction of the PCH and the effectiveness
of the State Government in responding to such risks.
In our view, the projects ability to meet a certain standard was made difficult from the very
start. It is clear that governance structure did not provide suitable mechanisms to properly
review the suitability of sub-contractors engaged by JHG prior to them being awarded contracts.
The pre-qualification expression of interest the key period for government to undertake a
rigorous audit of proposed sub-contractors to ensure they have suitable experience and capacity
(including financial) and a track record of industrial and legislative compliance.
Although the terms of reference provide for a critical analysis of the governance structure, the
CFMEU is best placed to provide analysis to identify the actual risks to the project and whether
the previous State Government (and its dedicated taskforce) was effective in managing those
risks. The crux of this analysis goes to JHG’s actual capacity to complete the construction of
JHG on time and within budget.

7.1

The Procurement Processes by JHG of Sub-Contractors
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JHG were successful in their tender to design and construct the PCH because they “undercut”
more established builders in Western Australia. JHG had no recent tier 1 building and
construction experience in Western Australia prior to successfully tendering for the PCH, other
than work in the civil and resource sector. In our view, JHG clearly lacked knowledge of the
local market and did not possess management personnel and sub-contractors with the requisite
capacity and expertise required on major projects. Further, JHG did not have in place the
relevant system of standards of transparent decision making, accountability and reporting
framework capable of managing the risks that present themselves on construction projects of
this size.
The practical effect of this is JHG subcontracted work to a range of companies, some who
clearly lacked the ability the capacity to complete their contract within the terms of the contract
or to the standard required by the State Government.
The usual practice on tier 1 projects is for sub-contractors to be vetted by both the principal
contractors and the client. This includes a review of:
a) the industry experience of the sub-contractor (including the capacity to meet
programme and quality assurance standards);
b) compliance by the sub-contractor with industrial relations and statutory
requirements;
c) occupational health and safety standards; and
d) the financial capacity of the sub-contractors to take on major project work.
Due to JHG’s aggressive procurement policy and the role of contract manager’s effectively
playing sub-contractors off against each other to drive down prices, this assessment did not
occur and resulted in widespread failures, poor quality workmanship and inconsistency in the
workforce, delay and variations.
7.2

JHG Management of Sub-contractors
Many of the sub-contractors had very little or no experience working on major projects. From
the CFMEU’s perspective, it should be no surprise that companies who lack experience on
major projects find it difficult to meet completion deadlines. The PCH project was no different.
The failure to meet project deadlines can be attributed to a range of contributing factors but
primarily, the lack of major project experience of key structural and finishing trade
subcontractors is a key part of the equation. There are a number of examples which highlight
this position:
Example 1:
West Coast Formwork caused significant delays on the project. The poor productivity and
performance of West Coast Formwork (who also engaged a significant number of non-trade
qualified carpenters and foreign workers) was evident when compared to the other formwork
sub-contractor engaged on the project, Crown Construction. Crown Construction has a long
history of working on major projects, employing qualified tradespersons and bringing jobs in
under time and within budget.
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What contributed to the issue was that West Coast Formwork was contracted for the southern
end of the project, whilst Crown Construction was contracted for the northern end of the project.
Crown Construction completed their scope of work within budget and within programme. In
direct contrast, West Coast Formwork ran overtime, over budget and went into receivership
shortly after completion of the project.
Example 2
A further example of the systemic failure within the management of the PCH is in JHG’s
engagement of steel fixing contractors. Initially, JHG contracted Total Civil Reo (TCR), who
had extensive Tier 1 experience, to undertake steel fixing work on the project. Due to the
contract tonnage rate being too low to attract experienced workers, TCR were pulled of the job
by JHG and were replaced by another steel fixing sub-contractor, National Re-enforcement
Group (NRG). NRG were a new company established in 2012 and had no prior experience in
Tier 1 projects.
Example 3
A third example of this is the engagement of Acrow Ceilings (ACROW) to undertake ceiling
fixing work on the PCH. ACROW was a Tier 2 company set up by the owner of WACI to
perform Tier 2 and Tier 3 project work. WACI paid industry standard rates and conditions and
were a well-resourced company. In contrast, ACROW paid base line rates of pay, were poorly
resourced with little or no assets. Despite this, ACROW were awarded the sub-contract by JHG
to undertake ceiling fixing work on largest government (non-civil) building project in Western
Australia. ACROW were subsequently placed into receivership following contractual disputes
with JHG.
There is no doubt that the above examples contributed to the extensive delay and poor quality
of the PCH project.
Against this backdrop, these issues were the subject of parliamentary debate. On 14 October
2015, the Hon Kate Doust referred a question to Helen Morton, the Minister for Mental Health
representing the Treasurer on questions such as the quantity of variations on the PCH project,
the quantity of ongoing disputes on the PCH Project and whether the State Government had
asked JHG to give details with respect to its sub-contractors engaged on the PCH Project. In
response, the Hon Helen Morton replied:
“John Holland Pty Ltd has complied with its obligations under the Perth Children’s
Hospital MC Contract to provide details of its subcontractors to the State, either
under its specified reporting obligations or were otherwise requested by the State”
From the CFMEU’s perspective, this is evidence that the State Government (and we assume
the Taskforce) was fully aware of the types of subcontractors that were working on the PCH
project. In circumstances where work on the PCH project was being undertaken by
inexperienced workers, extensive sham contracting arrangements and fraudulent behaviour, the
CFMEU considers this to be a gross oversight on behalf of the previous State Government and
its governance structure.
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Having regard to the above, the CFMEU implores the Committee to further investigate if the
previous State Government knowingly ignored these issues or simply lacked the appropriate
governance structure to properly manage and assess these risks. In any event, the CFMEU
considers either position to constitute
For the Committee’s reference, attached hereto and marked “CFMEU 2” is an extract of that
Hansard.
7.3

Ensuring Sub-contractors Engaged Trade Qualified Workers
From the CFMEU’s perspective, one of the fundamental issues on the PCH project was caused
by JHG’s failure to put in place management structure to ensure workers engaged on the PCH
project had suitable industry experience or were trade qualified (in respect of trade work).
Many of the sub-contractors who were awarded a particular contract, would then contract out
their employment obligations to labour hire firms paying workers well below industry
standards. The use of labour hire firms paying sub-industry rates and conditions attracted a
transient workforce of largely foreign backpackers. Further, there was no system of regulation
put in place by the labour hire firms, sub-contractors, JHG or the State Government to ensure
work was performed by qualified personnel. The company Finlay, which was contracted by
JHG to undertake ceiling fixing work engaged the overwhelming majority of its workers
through a variety of labour hire firms. Practically, there was little or no vetting of employees
to ascertain trade qualifications or experience. In addition, a large number of workers were
transient employees on working holidays.
From the CFMEU’s experience, it is very rare to have major Tier 1 projects built by such a
transient workforce on labour hire contracts. Companies which extensively used labour hire
on the PCH project include:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Skill Hire (supplied to JHG)
Go 2 (supply to Finlay)
Ready Force (supplied to carpenters)
Ready Force (supply to L&M painting)
Workforce (supply Ceiling Fixers)

Companies which engaged a large number of transient foreign backpackers and/or 457 visa
workers include (among others):
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

West Coast Formwork
Finlay Group
L&M painting
Skill Hire
Palace Cleaning
NRG
Tyrone Bricklaying
EVS Group
All Clean
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7.4

Industrial Relations Risks
Industrial relations risks on building and construction projects are multifaceted. Although the
CFMEU cannot say with certainty, it would appear that the Taskforce had minimal input into
identifying industrial relations risks and allowed JHG to apply a philosophical HR/IR model
aimed at de-unionising the project.
Subsequently, the model had the effect of destroying the industrial harmony by allowing subcontractors to pay significantly different rates of pay to employees undertaking commensurate
work. This creates an environment for competing interests. In our view, neither the State
Government, its associated Taskforce nor JHG understood the link between paying the industry
standard wages to attract the properly qualified and experienced construction workers. In fact,
the CFMEU can confirm that some of the companies engaged on the PCH project paid workers
less than Award rates of pay.
A number of sub-contractors had industrial instruments which provided rates of pay and
conditions of employment less than the award rate of pay. This included NRG which relied on
false statutory declarations in their application to the Fair Work Commission for approval of its
enterprise agreement which included base rates, allowances and conditions of employment well
under the Award rates of pay.
Sub-contractors such as Palace Cleaning, All Clean, EVS Security paid hourly rates below the
award. Skill Hire which supplied labour to JHG breached employment standards and employed
workers as ‘permanent casuals’ working 50 hours per week. These employees were not paid
public holidays, annual leave, sick leave or redundancy pay and were underpaid tens of
thousands of dollars each year of National Employment Standard conditions.
Other sub-contractors such as Finlay, Systek Group, L&M Painting, Floorwise, FTA, Locker
Group (LG), Lawson Commercial Flooring (LCF) and Frontline Interiors engaged in sham
contracting arrangements.
In our view, it is clear that these processes contributed to the poor outcomes on the PCH project.
Further, both the State Government and JHG failed to initiate any measures to pro-actively
audit sub-contractors working on the project to ensure compliance with their basic industrial
obligations.

7.5

Unfair Contracts
There were a number of contractual disputes between JHG and its sub-contractors on the PCH
project. Throughout the construction of the PCH project, numerous sub-contractors advised
the CFEMU of unfair contracts being imposed on them by JHG. These contractual
arrangements resulted in slow progress payments and a refusal by JHG to pay for variations in
the scope of work undertaken by sub-contractors. In our view, this model was fundamental in
creating problems on the PCH project. Further, it is clear that there was no interaction between
the Taskforce (State Government) and JHG (the Managing Contractor) to ensure that the JHG
sub-contractor contracts were scrutinised to prohibit unfair contractual relationships to be
imposed. As far as the CFMEU is concerned, Strategic Projects had little or no management.
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We assert that these issues were dismissed by Strategic Projects management, who effectively
hid behind the contractual relationships JHG had struck with its subcontractors. More oversight
would have assisted in this regard.
As an example of the above position, we confirm the following companies were engaged in
disputes with JHG over payments:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
7.6

Acrow Ceilings
West Coast Formwork
Total Reo Civil
GMF
Crown Construction
Lawson’s Commercial Formwork
Floorwise
Elcord
Yuanda
OSE
FTA
Christopher Plumbing
Firesafe

Financial Security Risks
In this environment, an unusual number of sub-contractors engaged on the PCH Project had
financial difficulties, many of whom went into receivership during the construction phase, or
immediately after completion of construction. Those companies include:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

West Coast Formwork
Systek Group
Acrow Ceilings
Northside Painting
Floorwise
Elcord

This highlights another major issue with the management of the PCH project. In circumstances
where a company was unable to continue to work on the project, in many instances, JHG were
required to engage another sub-contractor. That sub-contractor would have to commence work
half way through the job. This caused a difference in the quality of work, materials and
outcomes.
8

JHG Payment Claims

8.1

Work Done in Preparation for Inspection
We have been advised by our members that throughout the construction phase of the PCH
project, JHG would instruct employees and its sub-contractors to prepare, install and “form up”
certain areas knowingly being inspected by State Government or Taskforce in the future. This
was done notwithstanding many of the services not being finished within or behind the structure
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We further understand that this was done to give the impression to the State Government or
Taskforce the work had been completed and had reached a certain stage. Once the State
Government Taskforce had inspected the site, JHG would then instruct its employees and subcontractors to demolish the inspected area only to install the appropriate services, then to rebuild
the previously demolished structure once the area had been completed properly.
Some of our members have indicated that this process may have been used to justify JHG
making progress claims ahead of schedule.
How Problems Were Dealt with on Midland Hospital Project
1

Midland Hospital Project
A number of CFMEU members were engaged to work on both the Midland Hospital Project
(MHP) and the PCH project. The reports are that on the MHP, many of the issues that we saw
on the PCH did not materialise. This was largely due to the well-developed work practices of
the builder, Brookfield Multiplex (Multiplex). Nevertheless, to demonstrate how problems
were dealt with on the MHP in comparison to the PCH project, we make the following
submissions:
a)

We have been advised by our members that a key difference between the MHP and the
PCH project is the level of oversight. Multiplex had a number of quality assurance
systems in place to ensure the standard of work by its employees and subcontractors was
maintained, including employing a full time, qualified engineer to check and sign off on
all the work sub-contractors undertook. In contrast, JHG had little or no quality assurance
systems in place on the PCH. In fact (and as demonstrated above) a number of allegations
have been made to suggest that JHG actively avoided and interfered with quality
assurance systems on the PCH project;

b)

If a safety issue arose on the MPH, Multiplex supervisors would listen to the concerns of
the workers, including sub-contractors. This meant that health and safety issues largely
did not materialise as they were resolved prior to (potential) harm being caused;

c)

Multiplex employed a full-time health and safety representative who was trained and
experienced in the industry and would assist to develop ways to plan and organise safe
ways to get a particular job done. Further, that safety representative would check all
certifications upon entering the site with respect to equipment and materials. We
understand that there was no such quality assurance system or qualified health and safety
representative on the PCH project;

d)

Multiplex employed qualified and experienced workers and sub-contractors with
relevant Tier 1 experience. In our experience, those workers are generally more
productive and more likely to do the job correctly first time rather than having to come
to change or correct work undertaken;

e)

Multiplex employed a number of apprentices whilst on the MHP project, little or no
apprentices were appointed on the PCH project;
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f)

There were little or no industrial issues on the MHP. Multiplex paid all its subcontractors in accordance with the same EBA and did not create a position where subcontractors doing the same work, were being paid differently (as in the case of JHG).
This ensured industrial harmony amongst the workforce.

Recommendations for Improving Governance and Better Delivery of Projects
1.

The procurement of Principal Contractors and sub-contractors for work on State Government
projects should be a key part of the holistic approach by government to meet quality assurance
standards and to ensure projects are delivered on time and under budget. This will include an
assessment into financial capacity and sustainability of the Principal Contractor and related subcontractors to ensure their financial viability throughout the life of the project;

2.

It is essential that Principal Contractors and sub-contractors engaged on State Government
projects have a proven history of completing projects on time and under budget and building to
Australian Standards and manufacturer specifications;

3.

Of equal importance is the need to ensure Principal Contractors and sub-contractors comply
with workplace laws, statutory obligations and adopt best practice in their occupational health
and safety management;

4.

To this end, it is essential that the Western Australian Building and Construction Code of
Conduct 2016 be replaced by an amended Code which requires Principal Contractors and subcontractors tendering for State Government funded work to comply with workplace laws, pay
sub-contractors on time and meet all statutory obligations;

5.

The amended Code should provide for a demerit mechanism whereby Principal Contractors
and sub-contractors who fail to comply with the amended Code may be ultimately prohibited
from tendering for State government work;

6.

The amended Code needs to be supported by a pro-active regulator capable of undertaking
rigorous audits of Principal Contractors and sub-contractors tendering for State Government
work to ensure they comply with all aspects of the amended Code;

7.

The regulator shall act on all complaints by third parties about non-compliance and keep such
parties informed of actions taken by the regulator;

8.

The establishment of the amended Code for the WA building and construction industry is an
important step in ensuring compliant sub-contractors are not disadvantaged in tendering for
work as a consequence of competing against non-compliant sub-contractors;

9.

The amended Code for the WA building and construction industry will apply to all work
conducted by Principal Contractors and sub-contractors seeking to tender for State Government
work to ensure improved compliance throughout the whole industry;
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10.

Further to this, the State Government needs to ensure labour hire is only used as a top-up labour
source to cover peak periods in construction activity and is not the primary source of labour by
either the Principal Contractor and or sub-contractor;

11.

All Principal Contractors and sub-contractors undertaking trade work and tendering for State
Government work will be required to ensure that 10% of their workforce are apprentices. This
is to provide employment opportunities and ensure the long-term supply of skilled labour in the
WA building and construction industry;

12.

All State Government projects should require the establishment of a Safety Committee
consisting of an equal number of employer and employee representatives. All sub-contractors
with a workforce greater than ten employees on site shall participate in this Committee and
shall ensure the election of company Health and Safety Representatives (HSR’s);

13.

The Safety Committee shall review the procurement of all building materials and equipment
prior to their use on site to ensure compliance with Australian laws and Australian Standards;

14.

All building materials and equipment prior to use on site shall be properly labelled and have
the necessary compliance certification;

15.

The State Government needs to adopt a trade licensing regime to ensure all trade work is
undertaken by trade qualified workers (including workers with demonstrated trade equivalent
skills and experience). Such trade licensing shall also apply to sub-contractors undertaking
trade work.

16.

The Building Commission or other State Government agency should pro-actively and
periodically inspect all work undertaken on State Government projects to ensure such work is
carried out to manufacturer specifications and trade standards; and

17.

The State Government shall also implement a licensing regime for labour hire firms seeking to
tender for work on State Government funded projects.

________________________
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82 Royal Street
East Perth WA 6004
PO BOX 6681
East Perth WA 6892
Ref: 2013 002

Ph: (08) 92211055
Fax: (OBI 92211506

Hon Colin Barnett MLA
Premier; Minister for State Development
1 Parliament Place
WEST PERTH WA 6005

cfmeuwaracfmeuwa.com
www.cfmeuwa.com
ABN 77 538 246 780

Via email: wa-government@dpc.wa.gov.au
Dear Premier
New Children's Hospital
lt is in my capacity as the Secretary of the Construction, Forestry, Mining an.d Energy Union (CFMEU)
that I write to you concerning the New Children's Hospital Project.
Further to our previous discussions, I retain the view that the CFMEU has both a positive and
collaborative role in Western Australia, particularly when there is substantial pressure on the
economy and its capacity to deliver major projects within time and budgetary constraints. The
CFMEU shares a common interest in ensuring key projects are delivered expediently. In my view,
working collaboratively is an important element to ensure stability is maintained throughout the
construction cycle of a project. Notwithstanding, you must appreciate that my primary objective
must be member's interests and their safety is paramount.
Recently, the CFMEU was alerted to a number of potentially hazardous practices on the New
Children's Hospital Project. The Union Safety Officer has been monitoring the conditions on site for
several months and throughout this period he has raised his concerns with ComCare. I understand
that Worksafe is also aware of the safety issues on the project. While John Holland are covered by
Federal safety legislation, all sub contractors and their employees on site are covered by the

Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984. It is with regret that I can inform you that he has had very
little success and direct negotiations with the principal contractor, John Holland Pty Ltd have not
been forthcoming in improving safety.
It is in good faith that I wish to bring a number of issues on the project to your attention that have
been reported by our members. For the purpose of this letter I will summarise the matters on site to
the threshold issues listed below:
Trades working counter-productively
We have been advised that Cranes Operators are working over the top of Plant Operators who are
excavating next to steel fixers and carpenters, which restrict or block access to work areas which
results in workers becoming frustrated with each other. It is clear from this example that neither
parties are working with due consideration to the other party and this increases the likelihood of a
workplace accident. It is both unnecessary and unacceptable to compromise the safety of workers
on site.
.
CONSTRUCTION FORESTRY MINING and EN.ERGY UNION
Construction and General Division

.

Excessive hours for high risk work (cranes)
According to members Crane Operators are working in excess of 70 hours per week, it has been
reported that Crane Operators remain in the crane all day, and on occasion some employees have
climbed down from a crane at 8pm with compromised site visibility.
Safety concerns raised on site being dismissed
We have been advised that construction workers are becoming increasingly frustrated that their
concerns are not being handled and actioned in an appropriate manner. Safety concerns should be
investigated promptly to prevent them from escalating. By allowing them to continue the likelihood
of a workplace accident increases.
Poor amenities and hygiene standards of toilets and washing facilities
Members have reported that amenities and toilets are cleaned only once per day by contractor
cleaners in the evening.
Under the Award there is an obligation to provide an adequate supply of cool clean drinking water,
regrettably this is not occurring and poses an extreme hazard to site workers. Furthermore, there
are ongoing hygiene issues when employees are filling their water bottles.
Safe person rather than safe place principle (blame the worker)
According to members, when there is a safety incident, the first and most common corrective action
by John Holland management is to blame the worker rather than deal with the incident and
investigate it thoroughly.
Obstruction of CFMEU Safety Officer, when notified of workers' concerns
When the CFMEU is notified of a suspected safety breach, John Holland Pty Ltd have unreasonably
delayed entry onto site and had their IR staff manage the process rather than their safety
representatives. This completely contradicts their stated position on their website which states "we
think there's nothing more important than the safety and security of our employees."
(http://www. johnhol land .com .au/Documents.asp ?I 0=13993&Title=Safetv)
Designated meeting area is inconvenient for workers to meet and speak to union officials during
allocated meal breaks
The designated meeting area John Holland Pty Ltd Provide for union officials to use during right of
entry visits at meal breaks is at a location that is a significant distance from lunch rooms and is also
adjacent to the project site office. This discourages workers from freely participating in union
meetings free of the threat of intimidation and harassment.

Safety Breaches
Workers are reluctant to report safety breaches or near workplace accidents when their concerns
are not being given due consideration. This ultimately increases the likelihood of a workplace
accident.
High turnover of workers and staff, stress and bullying of employees and staff
We have been informed by John Holland employees and staff that morale on site is low and many
site personnel have left the project, not to mention the high turnover of contractor workers. The
lack of retention is extremely disruptive to the continuity of work on site.
While I am extremely aware that approaching you on a specific site matter is not the standard
process, I am of the view that there is a very real risk to CFMEU members and non members alike if
these practices continue without intervention. I am concerned that there will be another fatality on
a John Holland site such as the unfortunate death on the Perth City Link Project last year.
In summary, the workers on the New Children's Hospital Project are also members of the community
that recognise and support the construction of a new children's hospital for our kids. There is no
doubt that the New Children's Hospital Project is necessary moving into the future. However, I am of
the view that a State Government funded project should uphold the highest possible standards. The
John Holland website states that the company is committed to safety and security yet the company
has not been forthcoming in negotiations with the union.
To that end, I am seeking a telephone conversation with you to discuss this matter in further detail.

The CFMEU does not have an unreasonable request in expecting that our safety concerns are
addressed. Construction workers perform high risk work and in my express opinion they are being
unnecessarily placed at additional risk by the Principal contractor John Holland and their site
managers at the New Children's Hospital Project. This is not acceptable, as it is a reasonable goal for
all workplaces to be a safe environment in which workers can expect to go home at the end of the
day.
Yours sincerely·

Mick Buchan
State Secretary-CFMEU
5 February 2013
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BENKESSER, Mr Robert Anthony, Safety Officer, Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union
BUCHAN, Mr Mick, State Secretary, General Division, Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union
(09:0 I]
ACTING CHAIR: Good morning. Good to see you. I am going to offer you the opportunity to make a brief
opening statement, but, before I do, I need to put on the record that these gentlemen are personal friends of mine.
I have worked alongside both Mick and Bob-Mr Buchan and Mr Benkesser-for a number of years. If there are
any blokes I want in my comer when I am having a blue, it is those two. If anyone out there thinks there is
something sinister, there is not.
Senator XENOPHON: Are you declaring like it is unusual for you to have friends?
ACTING CHAIR: That too! They'd probably agree with you! So we will just get that out nice and early so
no-one can play silly games.
·
Would either or both of you like to make a brief opening statement?
Mr Buchan: Yes. I thought I would do a brief opening statement on the new children's hospital and give an
overview from the coalface perspective on how it rolled out that day when the asbestos was discovered. As you
would be aware, there was asbestos found in a Yuanda product at I William Street in Brisbane. That product was
a packing product wrapped around aluminium cladding-bracing-materials. With social media these days, that
message got far and wide. It hit WA. We had some members that were working at the children's hospital. They
were installing a variation to put additional smoke baffles in the roof panels up on level 8 of the hospital. They
were cutting into the roof panels. As far as it goes with the control measures that were put in place for cutting into
any sort of panel, it was releasing plumes of dust. We deemed that there were no control measures put in place. In
fact, the guys involved had nothing more than a PI mask that was not properly fitted or anything.
Senator XENOPHON: That is not a proper respirator mask.
Mr Buchan: Yes, that is a nuisance mask--one that you would pick up at Bunning's for home use.
Senator XENOPHON: It does not actually stop the dust particles going into your lungs.
Mr Buchan: · It does not stop them. So 'what happened there is that they had seen on their phones that there had
been this incident with a Yuanda product. They were not aware what the product was.
ACTING CHAIR: They found out through social media?
Mr Buchan: Through social media. They wondered what the product was. They phoned us to say: 'Hey, we're
cutting into some roof panels here. We think it is cement sheet or something, but we don't know.' They then raised
that with the management-the supervision on the job-who pretty much said to them: 'Listen, just get on with
work. Don't worry about it. We'll deal with it.' They then phoned our union. We went down there and we obtained
some samples that were littered on the scaffold that was set up for the task in hand. We then took that sample
down to Coffey. Coffey is what we as a union see as one of the best hygienists available for testing.
ACTING CHAIR: So you have come on the site and collected dust off some scaffolding.
Mr Buchan: Yes. To make that clear: we were obstructed from going on the site at that point. There has been
a long, long history with John Holland and jurisdiction over safety complaints-whether it falls under Comcare or
whether it falls under WorkSafe. The WA government are quite happy to pass off those responsibilitie~ to
Comcare. However, we continuously remind WorkSafe here that they have responsibilities to the subcontractors
that fall under the state system.
Senator XENOPHON: This is important. Where does the jurisdiction lie? ls it Comcare because it is
federally funded or there are workers covered by Comcare, or is it the state WorkSafe agency?
Mr Buchan: The way I interpret it is that John Holland are federally accredited under the Comcare system.
Senator XENOPHON: Because they are a Comcare employer.
Mr Buchan: Because they are Comcare employer. That is okay for the John Holland employees, but I
believe, as I believe occurs in other states, that those that work for subcontractors that fall under the state work
cover system are covered under WorkSafe.
Senator XENOPHON: Chair, this is an important issue that the committee needs to consider jurisdictionally:
is there a problem for people to be able to go on a site, whether it is state or federal, ifthere is a dispute?
So you are saying that they would not let you, because they said it was a Comcare site or a WorkSafe site?
Mr Buchan: They said it was a Comcare matter.

a
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Senator XENOPHON: But what about the right of entry for an imminent safety danger?
Mr Buchan: I suppose it is a constant battle we have had with that particular builder in WA for some time.
We ended up in the Federal Court to get access to the site on this matter-to come up with a resolution for the
better for the site to come through there. So that is how it happened. We were always back and forth.
Senator XENOPHON: So what right do you have to go on a site?
Mr Buchan: We have rights under 491 of the state IR Act to investigate suspected breaches. You do not have
to be specific on those breaches. You can go on without notice under that. That was the regulation that John
Holland failed to recognise.
We then contacted Comcare. If you are in Western Australia and you have got a complaint to go into Comcare,
you will go straight through to the Canbeffa headquarters, and then they will delegate it to one of their officers in
WA.
Senator XENOPHON: How long does that take?
Mr Buchan: That takes a fair while.
Senator XENOPHON: What is 'a fair while'? A day? Two days?
Mr Buchan: Anywhere up to a day. For an imminent risk, it is j.ust not adequate.
Mr Benkesser: It is ridiculous.
ACTING CHAIR: Keep going. You were telling us about Coffey.
Mr Buchan: We took the sample to Coffey. We did not know what it was. As far as I am concerned, they are
the people you go to to get the facts about what something is. They put that on a rush for us to get tested. They
came back with a result that indicated that it contained asbestos material and not only did it contain asbestos
material but was poorly constructed board in itself. It was a poorly constructed board that contained asbestos.
ACTING CHAIR: Mr Buchan, once again, I am so sony to interrupt, but it is important that Senator
Xenophon, I and the committee who are not here today get this ve1y clear. So, meanwhile, the employees are still
on site and contractors are still on site?
·M r Buchan: The employees are still on site and they are still undertaking the task at that time.
ACTING CHAIR: What is that time gap from the time that it was raised with you until the time Coffey came
back and said to the CFMEU, 'Yes, this is asbestos hell'?
Mr Buchan: Haifa day, it would have been.
ACTING CHAIR: Half a day?
Mr Buchan: Yes.
ACTING CHAIR: So, still on site?
Mr Buchan: Yes. We got it back initially that afternoon, and we got the full repo11 the next morning.
Senator XENOPHON: So1Ty, I know we are chopping and changingACTING CHAIR: This is 20 I7, Senator Xenophon. I know it is hard to believe.
Senator XENOPHON: But aren't the laws different for imminent risk? You can say, if it is something that
might need attending to eventually but if it is something that is an imminent risk, such as asbestos exposure or
there is a piece of scaffolding that looks as though it is about to go, or a defective piece of equipment-imminent
risk, you have more rights to be able to go on straightaway, don't yoµ?
Mr Buchan: Unless, of course, the builder does not believe that it is an imm inent risk.
Senator XENOPHON: Yes, but there is a question-all right, there are legal issues there about the
reasonableness. The argument is, as long as you had a reasonable basis for suspicion, you were acting reasonably,
that should be enough. But that is a separate issue, Chair, for the committee to look at.
Mr Buchan: That is where that was at. We then got those test results back to John Holland and to Comcare.
At that stage, I believe WorkSafe had come to the site as well. The work in that pai1icular area has ceased. We
had particular concerns over the contamination that had occurred throughout the day and the time leading up to
that. As I said earlier, they were cutting into existing new roof panels that contained this insulation. That cutting
was about two or three metres from the opening of a roof atrium, and therefore the fallout went throughout the
building. You could visibly see that there was residue on all of the green panels on the atrium, on the handrails, on
the top of ledges and so on. We then had some debate with Holland. Holland were saying that they had done some
tests and eve1ything was coming up clear. Our position was that the tests may come up clear, but, once you
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disturb any part of that fallout or that residue, there could be the potential of some contamination. This went on
for several days, to go through there. We know that they were cleaning through that job at night shifts with
inexperienced workers that were doing it because they have told us.
Senator XENOPHON: The workers that were cleaning up the dust that contained asbestos, were they fully
kitted with HAZMA T respirator equipment so that they would not be inhaling any asbestos?
Mr Buchan: They would not have had the proper training, from the guys that spoke to our officials. They
were actually painters and those on the jobs.
Senator XENOPHON: Did they have the proper respirator masks or not?
Mr Buchan: They had P2 disposable masks.
ACTING CHAIR: Is this the Bunnings standard?
Senator XENOPHON: Sorry, Chair, I do not understand this because (a) it has been banned since 2003, (b) it
has been found that, as a result of working on it, the site has got asbestos dust, effectively and (c) are you telling
me that they knew it contained asbestos and yet they instructed people to clean it up without properACTING CHAIR: They deny it.
Senator XENOJ>HON: HAZMAT gear.
Mr Buchan: Yes, that is what I am saying.
Senator XENOPHON: At the time it was cleaned up, did they suspect that it contained asbestos? Did
Holland suspect it contained asbestos or know it contained asbestos?
Mr Buchan: They knew that it contained some part of asbestos-yes, absolutely.
Senator XENOPHON: Hang on. Aren't there clear rules on that? Surely, the Australian standard is that you
cannot clean-up asbestos dust without having a proper respirator.
Mr Buchan: Yes, but, Senator, what I was saying at the start is that I am explaining what is happening at the
coalface. Whatever the legislation is is at one side, but what happens at the coalface is something different. You
have got a high turnover of workers. You have got many c'asual workers on these jobs that work from one day to
the next'. They are not going to put up their hand and say, 'I've got a concern about the.contamination or what I'ni
doing here.' They are just going to do it because they want to get paid for the work that they can do so that they
can pay their bills. That is the reality.
Senator XENOPHON: Have you made a complaint to Safe Work-which would have to be in breach of Safe
Work regulations, Commonwealth regulations and the Australian standard-about people cleaning up dust known
to contain asbestos in .it without having the proper respiratory gear? Have you made a complaint?
Mr Buchan: ·Yes, we have made a complaint.
Senator XENOPHON: Has a prosecution been instigated?
Mr Buchan: No.
Senator XENOPHON: Why not?
Mr Buchan: You would have to get a response fromSenator XENOPHON: We may want to get a response from the Western Australian agency then, Acting
Chair.
ACTING CHAIR: They are all hiding at the moment, mate, because they are using the bulldust that they
cannot appear because of the caretaker conventions. Although TreasuryScnator XENOPHON: Apparently. that will be over after Saturday night.
Mr Buchan: Standards ih WA on asbestos, particularly when it comes to Super Six sheets or chrysotile
asbestos, are very relaxed. I am digressing a bit, but we may put in a complaint that broken up cement sheeting, so
bits and pieces of cement sheeting, has been found in an excavation. Their response would be, 'Put a bit of water
on it and she'll be right.' That is their authority. Therefore, we then get the builders and the principal contractors
hiding behind that and saying: 'What are you guys fussing about? Those with authority have told us that that is an
adequate control measure.' That is nonsense. So, that isSenator XENOPHON: I am sorry to interrupt the flow of this, but I just cannot fathom why people were
cleaning it up, once they knew it was asbestos, without the proper respiratory gear.
Mr Buchan: A lack of training and education, the need to workScnator XENOPHON: But the John Holland Gtoup should have known that.
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Mr .Buchan: Absolutely.
Senator STERLE: We need to find out whether they are actually going to launch prosecution or not.
ACTING CHAIR: They will be here this afternoon.
Mr Buchan: That went on over the clean-up; that area was contained for the best pa11 of a week. During that
time we took it upon ourselves to set up a register and a table out the front of the project, due to being hindered
and obstructed from getting access to the site. We had set up prior to work commencing. We would meet up with
workers and, I must say, management from , pa11icularly, subcontractors who had concerns for their employees.
They signed on to a register that we prepared, went through there and listed all their concerns. We had in excess
of 550 concerned workers and managers on that job. They covered all trades of blue-collar work, and there were
managers on the job who were not satisfied with the responses and the answers that they were getting off the
principal on site.
That went on, and we ended up in the Federal Court with the John Holland Group. We came up, at a
conciliation, with a position where the client actually invited us onto the job. They stipulated that we were invited
onto the job to review what was going on. We were not there under 491 or the state legislation; we were there as a
guest to the state. We went through, with the client, the corrective actions that were going to occur in rectifying
the problem that had come out of this exposure.
That went to the next level where we had several meetings with the John Holland Group's safety people.
Coffey was involved at that stage. We recommended that they move from the hygienist, or the person they were
using, as a third party to do the testing because there was a definite conflict there in our view. They moved over to
Coffey, who then stayed on for the duration of the fix up. Our preferred recommendation for the fix up was for all
the panels to be removed as they were, to be taken to a warehouse, to be packed in containers-whatever-and
disposed of and new panels to be brought in . Their preference was different from that. Their decision was to open ·
up the panels on top of level 8-so do it all in situ with a licensed asbestos reinovalist.
Senator XENOPHON: Sorry, but what do you mean by opening up the panels? What so11 of panels are they?
Mr Buchan: There were around 155Scnator XENOPHON: How would you describe the 'panels? They are not conci·ete panels, are they?
Mr Buchan: No, they are not concrete. It is a stainless steel tray, about as big as the table here, about 150 in
height by about 1.5 by about one metre. They had a layer or two layers of cement sheet through the middle. They
would open the top like a can opener, pull out the insulation, pull out the board, replace it with a different board
and put it back.
Senator XENOPHON: How do you know that you are not going to leave dust in there?
Mr Buchan: That is not a question for me.
Senator XENOPHON: No, I know. It is not a criticism of you:
Mr Buchan: That is why our position was that they could go out to one of the sheet metal places in
Henderson-'Modern Industries' or something-and say: 'Listen, these are the panels that we need. Make them up
and we'll remove these as they are, rather than potentially exposing those workers.' They could have used that
method. They chose a different method, and that is what happened from there. It went over probably six months.
That is a rough overview of what transpired. These are the consequence of what happens when we let these
products in from offshore without the proper inspections, without the proper border protection. I do not believe
there is anyone in Border Protection who is qualified in construction activities who has the mindset to think, 'I
wonder what's in that panel?'
Senator XENOPHON: But they have beautiful uniforms, don't you agree?
Mr Buchan: Black ones.
Senator XENOPHON: That was sarcasm there.
Mr Buchan: We pick up those sorts of things when we go back. Since then we have also come across several
examples of counterfeit documentation on prod4cts.
ACTING CHAIR: Really?
Mr Buchan: They have come in from offshoreACTING CHAIR: Mr Buchan, do you have copies of that documentation you could supply to the
committee?
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Senator XENOPHON: When you say counterfeit documentation, what are you describing? What I have
heard, and what I think the committee has heard, is that sometimes people-is there a ce1tificate that says, 'This
contains no asbestos', which is a lie, or is there a document that has actually been forged? In other words, there is
a difference between a fraudulent document and a counterfeit document, if you know what I mean. What have
you actually heard?
Mr Buchan: The documentation said that the product itself contained no asbestos.
ACTING CHAIR: Could you supply that to the committee please?
Senator XENOPHON: That is not necessarily counterfeit; it just might be fraudulent. So counterfeit would
be where there might be a document saying 'This does contain asbestos' and someone changes it to say that it does
not. But if a document says it does not contain asbestos when in fact it does, or there is a reckless disregard as to
whether it does, that to me would be fraudulent. But either way it is pretty shocking.
Mr Buchan: As a side issue with that, Senator, we will also be able to supply you some scaffold products that
have come in from offshore with forged documentation that we have seen.
Mr Benkesser: In Mick's defence, he was summarising a bit there. We have other documents that provethey are counterfeit documents from these countries for other building products and other buildirtg materials.
Senator XENOPHON: It was not a criticism.
Mr Benkesser: I understand that.
Senator XENOPHON: It is probably a combination of both. It could be both fraudulent and counterfeit.
ACTING CHAIR: Gentlemen, that is the lawyer coming out in Senator Xenophon. Mr Buchan, we are keen
to throw a few questions at you if we can. Do you wish to add anything else, Mr Benkesser?
Mr Benkesser: Yes. With regard to the product itself, when we tried to get on site-we were notified by text
on 12 July that there was an issue. As a·safety officer, I often get photos or texts from people on site. They want
to remain anonymous because everyone is scared for their job in this day and age in the industry. I often get
issues, photos or just a text saying: 'Can you come to this job? We've got this issue.' With regard to right of entry,
eve1y time. we went to the John Holland site-we tri~d under Comcare, under section 117, under suspicion of a
contravention_;_we were refused entry. Not only were we refused, but on every occasion we were hindered. They
would come out and talk to us and then say, 'We have to go back and talk to someone else'. They go through a
process that is pretty consistent each time we visited. To me, this is concerning because we are talking about the
health and safety of employees on construction projects. Our aim is to go there and ensure that our employees are
working in safe conditions and environments. To me, the laws should be strengthened to actually prosecute and
heavily fine these builders and these companies that hinder and obstruct. They have got away with it on this
project for the. entire project. We tried again under section 491, as Mick said, which is under the state legislation.
Again, we were refused, hindered, obstructed.
ACTING CHAIR: And this was on 12 July?
Mr Benkesser: This was from 12 July to 17 July-continually.
ACTING CHAIR: Did you get on the site?
Mr Benkesser: The only time we got on site was when the state intervened. It was made explicitly clear that it
was an invite; it was not under right of entry. They still continue to refuse to grant us right of entry under the
legislation.
ACTING CHAIR: This was on the 12th?
Mr Benkesser: No.
ACTING CHAIR: You were first alerted by text on 12 July?
Mr Bcnkesser: Yes. I was in Canberra; I was there for a national conference. I got a text. I advised people
here. Mick had already been given the information, but I passed that text onto Mick as well. We had organisers go
down on, I believe, the 12th or the 13th and then every day thereafter until about the 17th cir 18th.
ACTING CHAIR: I just want to establish: when was the first time you got on site?
Mr Benkesser: We did not get on site until the 17th, and that was an invite by the state not by John Holland.
ACTING CHAIR: Right, it has taken a week.
Senator XENOPHON: Can you provide the committee with photos-presumably photos were taken on
cameras or on phones or whatever-so that we can actually see physically what we are looking at in relation to
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that? I have got some advice from my office in Canberra. It seems that the law is quite-WA has not signed up .
for the uniform code. Is that right? You are an outlier?
Mr Benkesser: The harmonised regulations?
Senator XENOPHON: Yes.
Mr Benkcsser: That is right, yes.
Senator XENOPHON: Western Australia has not signed up for that so that puts you at a disadvantage-is
that right?
Mr Benkesser: I am not sure it is a disadvantage. If you look at both sets of regulations in their own right, a
combination of both might be a great thing for Australia nationally but there is good and bad in both sets of
regulations. The harmonised regulations have a right of entry, whereas the state regulations do not, so we rely on
49I for state issues and for Comcare we rely on the Comcare act.
Senator XENOPHON: My information is you do not have the model work health and safety legislation, but
the 'imminent risk' could be relevant where a worker stops work and there is not a right ofentty. You do not have
that right of entry under the Fair Work Act? The Fair Work Act allows the permit holder to exercise a state or
terTitory OH&S right, but the right to enter the site comes under state law. Is that what is holding you up?
Mr Benkesscr: Under IR law, yes.
Mr Buchan: State industrial relations.
Senator XENOPHON: So the state industt·ial law is actually weaker than in other states?
Mr Bcnkesser: The right of entJy laws under OH&S are weaker-they are rion-existent in the state law,
whereas they are there in the harmonised legislation.
Senator XENOPHON: Right, but 491 relates to inspectors-is that right?
fy'lr Benkesser: So 49I relates to us as representatives of the union.
Senator XENOPHON: Right, so effectively you are representatives who can go on site to inspect something
under part V of the act.?
Mr Benkesser: Yes.
Senator XENOPHON: Okay. But when you put this to John Holland, about people cleaning up dust without
having proper respirator equipment, what did °John Holland say? Did you put it in writing? Did you have a
discussion with them?
Mr Benkesser: No . They just refused our right of entJ)' based on the belief that they do not believe there is a
contravention or a breach.
Senator XENOPHON: But you showed them the Coffey results that showed that there was asbestos in this
·material?
Mr Benkesser: Were they passed on to John Holland?
Mr Buchan: Yes.
Mr Benkesser: And they were definitely aware of the photos.
Senator XENOPHON: Chair, I will be guided by you on this, but can we get copies of the various photos so
that we can get a working picture of what we are looking at? Can we also get details of any test results and details
of any correspondence-any emails and any paperwork-you have had with John Holland and with Comcare, and
with any other agencies for that matter, about this whole scandal? All of that material might be useful as to howACTING CHAIR: Even if it is on the back of a beer coaster-we do not care. That is a throwaway line, but
that is how serious we are because what is facing us here is that it is clear the asbestos is on the bloody site. I am
interested to hear from John Holland, who are going to be here today, what their excuse is, because you made it
very clear, Mr Buchan-and I do not think I am wrong here-that they denied that there was asbestos to start
with. That is correct, isn't it?
Mr Buchan: Yes.
ACTING CHAIR: We have a number of issues here that I want to touch base on with the short time we have
left. Mr Buchan and Mr Benkesser, are you I00 per cent comfortable with the process that John Holland have
taken to make sure that for every single worker on that site, whether they be an employee or a subcontractor, their
health issues are addressed or are being addressed as we speak?
Mr Benkesser: No.
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ACTING CHAIR: Please explain a little bit further.
Mr Benkesser: In discussion with workers that worked on that job, they said that they had raised their
concerns with the direct supervision. One of the supervisors even picked up a piece of the product and bit on it to
say it could not harm him, which is just stupid.
ACTING CHAIR: They said, 'I'm going to wake up in an hour and think I had this terrible dream about
asbestos'Senator XENOPHON: Who was that? Who bit on it?
Mr Benkesser: I have not got the supervisor's name with me, but the workers can verify this.
Senator XENOPHON: It sounds like Colonel Kilgore in Apocalypse Nolv!
Mr Benkcsser: They had made Holland aware of it. They were told that there is no issue, that the product is
safe, and to keep going.
ACTING CHAIR: Sorry, Mr Benkesser, please keep going, but I want to know: what is the position of the
CFMEU on the absolute minimum that Holland should be doing?
Mr Benkesser: In that instance, they should have taken everyone out of the work area, verified the situation
and then implemented controls that were not going to expose workers to any risk at all.
ACTING CHAIR: But where do we go from now, because we do not know if all of these workers and
contractors are in the clear, so what should Holland be doing now? What should they be implementing for the
safety and the concern of these workers and their families?
Mr Benkcsser: I think they should be offering them all respiratory checks.
ACTING CHAIR: Are they doing anything like that to your knowledge?
Mr Benkesser: Holland have told us they have offered it. I think that is the first thing that should happen for
all the workers that have worked on that job, because we do not know who has been exposed to it. It goes further
than that. All of the materials were dumped in skip bins and taken off to a waste facility that is not an asbestos
facility. Right from the start of cutting into the product and exposing it, right through to the end of disposing of it,
there have been faults.
ACTING CHAIR: Can you give us a quick window from the time that you had these concerned workers
who, by social media, found out there were some issues with Yuanda. Do you know if these panels had been cut
into any earlier? Is there any. evidence of that?
Mr Benkesser: I could not verify that.
ACTING CHAIR: That is fine ; no worries. Let us get to another very important issue here. It is the illegal
importation of these products. There seems to be a common thread here that there is this company, Yuanda, and it
is out of China. We heard earlier from Mr Vojakovic that complaints are made, whether they are to WorkSafe or
Immigration and Border Protection. Can you paint a series of procedures you take? With which government, state
and federal , and authorities do you raise these concerns? Give us some examples. And have you got answers back
where someone is going to get a kick in the bum because they are breaking laws that were set on 31 December
2003?
Mr Benkesser: We raised it with Comcare and with WorkSafe. We sent WorkSafe all the infonnation we had
on it. This is a common thread with any complaint we send to WorkSafe. WorkSafe will then send it to their
directorate to prioritise, for want of a better word. We ask them for feedback; we never get feedback. We have to
go through freedom of infonnation to get feedback.
ACTING CHAIR: This is WorkSafe?
Mr Bcnkesser: WorkSafe are basically a non-event as far as we are concerned.
ACTING CHAIR: I would not argue with you from my experience working with them in the transport
industry.
·
Mr Benkesser: Basically, any time we go to a site and issue a complaint to WorkSafe-we send photos with a
description, what the complaint is and everything like that-we never get a response back from them. I set up
quarterly meetings with WorkSafe, with the commissioner and the director and a couple of others, and at each
meeting I ask them for feedback on the complaints that we have submitted. They just say, 'Go through freedom of
information.' That is the standard response. I have asked them to do joint investigations on site so that we can
show them what we see, because I do not believe their inspectors are either directed to look for or understand
what to look for in the industry.
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CHAIR: Who is the commissioner?

Mr Bcnkcsser: Lex McCulloch.
ACTING CHAIR: And who is the director?

Mr Bcnkcsscr:
organisation.

Chris Kirwin. As far as l am concerned, they are a very reactive and non-cooperative

ACTING CHAIR: Mr Benkesser, for you and for Mr Buchan and your members out there and other building
workers, WorkSafe were invited today and they have gone completely gutless. They are hiding behind the
bulldust that the government is in caretaker mode and for that reason they cannot appear. My opinion of
WorkSafe is down in the toilet already and has been for years. They have just confirmed the belief that I have
about WorkSafe. I have asked the question. The government is in caretaker mode, so if a worker is killed or
seriously injured on a site today, what does that mean? I do not expect you to answer that, Mr Benkesser, if l do
not expect WorkSafe to answer.
Mr Bcnkcsscr: In answer to that I will say that what they will go and investigate beggars belief. We can have
a serious potential incident occur on a project and, unless it comes under the criteria of what they will inspect, it is
given a wide berth. If they issue notices on projects over safety issues, they will follow up on five per cent of the
notices. They rely on the employer sending back a clearance ce1iificate saying that the employer has rectified the
issue. The whole system is not set up to protect workers, in my opinion.
ACTING CHAIR: You and I are not going to have an argument there.
Senator XENOPHON: I have a couple of specific questions. How do you determine whether there is a
potential or actual risk? Is it relatively easy to determine that? Is the builder's argument going to be: 'There are
concerns of false alanns'? What are the criteria for determining whether there is a breach? ·
Mr Bcnkcsser: I have worked in the industty for 35 years. I can do a mental risk assessment of a situation
very quickly.
'
Senator XENOPHON: Yes, but you are not always on the site. What do you train your delegates or workers
to do on site?
Mr Bcnkcsscr: To go through the risk assessment process.
Senator XENOPHON: Is it in written form?
Mr Benkcsscr: The legislation requires a SWMS, a safe work method statement. If you are familiar with the
industry, there used to be JHAs, which people still use. Basically, you put down a job step, you identify the
hazards involved with each job step and then you put in control measures to mitigate those hazards based on the
hierarchy of controls. The hierarchy of controls are to eliminate the hazard in the first place down to using PPE,
which is the last resort and not recommended. You will find that in the majority of cases companies will go to
PPE. Ye1y little effort is put into eliminating a hazard or engineering a hazard out. We educate our delegates to go
through the risk assessment process. We give them support with that.
Senator XENOPHON: This is absolutely not a criticism, but a building panel looks like a building panel and,
if you are told it is concrete, it has concrete in it, but are your risk assessments any different because we now
know that this stuff is coming into the countty illegally, despite the 2003 ban? In other words: do you have an
extra degree of vigilance? How can you tell? It looks like a building panel, but you could sta1i drilling into it and
it could contain asbestos fibres. No matter how good your visual inspection is, you really have no idea if Border
Force are not doing their job. Isn't that the problem?
Mr Bcnkesser: It definitely is.
Mr Buchan: How I could answer that is: you are right. You have no way of telling unless you drill through or
make an opening and check. That is why the importance is so high, on Border Force, to have faith in the
documentation that is produced if a product is to come over here. Better still is a local product, where you know
exactly, where you can go down to the yard or to where they are fabricating these products and check it out for
yourselves.
Senator XENOPHON: What chain of responsibility is there? Is there any way of determining that the import
ce1iificates are fair dinkum-that they do not contain asbestos? Are you given access to those ce1iificates that say
there is no asbestos in this product or it is asbestos free? Can you ask for that of the builder?
Mr Bcnkcsser: If we enter under a suspicion of a breach, or a contravention, we have the right to request
documents, and then documents are provided. But often they are provided by way of photographs that are not
clear-for example, photographs printed out on a piece of paper, not the photograph itself.
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On one thing you talked about: the clearance certificate that John Holland had was from 2012-13. The product
they got was installed in 2016. You talk about a company's due diligence. To me, relying on one compliant
certificate fou r years prior to putting the product into the job is not due diligence-relying on QA, who go and
work over at the supply factory, and not getting sucked into the lifestyle and doing the job. I think you have to
look at a whole range of things from the manufacture right through to border protection. Then when you come on
site there has to be an added control where there is a sacrificial percentage of product not taken from the one
batch, but from various batches to-Senator XENOPHON: What percentage do think is fair?

ACTING CHAIR: Sorry, Senator Xenophon, before you go. The ABC are here. l need to check that there are
no dramas. Gentlemen, got your make-up on and your hair done? You happy to be filmed? Yes, okay. I can tell
you now Senator Xenophon will be more than happy to be filmed!
Senator XENOPHON: No, that is fine. That is not really the case.
ACTING CHAIR: I just have to clear and make sure that you do not have any dramas. Go for it, mate.
Mr Buchan: I will add to that. I think I know where you are leading to. Take a normal construction project
here four or five years ago. There may be a couple of hundred precast panels. Randomly, our officials will go out
to that precast yard, and they will inspect the cast-in plate. They will inspect to see that lifting lugs are put in
correctly, that they are tied correctly and that the mat and all that is in. They will then speak to the organiser,
speak to Bob or speak to me, and say, 'I've been out there today. They're doing a good job. You can let the riggers
know that everything is up to square there.'
The answer is there is no way of knowing. Whether it be a one-off roof panel, which these panels were-these
panels absolutely could have been fabricated in Western Australia. We could have had those types of inspections
to go through, but the decision was made to engage Yuanda to bring them in at a cheaper price. All we have to
rely on is the paperwork that comes with them . We were absolutely blown away that there was asbestos material
in them when they came through. So to answer: there is no way of knowing, even more so now that it has
happened once; it has happened twice. All risk assessment tools need to be reviewed and changed. The workplace
autbority-WorkSafe in each .state or Comcare, no matter where it is-need to make sure that they put out alerts
notifying safety reps, safety committees, safety managers and building managers to let them know that they could
potentially have issues, whether it is flammable insulation in amongst ALPOLIC panelling, high fonnaldehyde
levels in MDF wood, or asbestos installation or asbestos sheets used for soundproofing in one-off roof sections.
There is no way of knowing that, if those products come in, because we cannot trust t_he system.
Senator XENOPHON: Because we are out of time, can I just ask you to consider this? You might want to
look at what the national position is. Where there has been evidence of a supply chain defect or fraud or forgery in
terms of compliance certificates, do you think that the level ofinspection for imported products, if they come
from a particular area that has been shown to have broken the law-

ACTING CHAIR: Like China?
Senator XENOPHON: I did not mention a country, Chair. From whichever country that may be, what is the
position of your union here in WA, or nationally, about what the level of inspection should be? Should it be one
in 10, nine in 10-or 10 in 10 so that you inspect I 00 per cent of the panels? Can you think about that and put
something in writing?
·
Mr Buchan: I will take that on notice at a national level. At a state level, at the moment in this state we do not
trust one panel, and every panel should be inspected. That has been proven by various random sainples that they
take with panels or with anything, where you will get two or three positives amongst I 0. So you never know when
that one is going to come up. The only way to be assured is that manufacturing continues to occur on our shores,
where we have the right people, trained people, and the trained workers that are in there putting these Australianmade products together-simple.
ACTING CHAIR: For the record, I am nodding in the affirmative. I could not agree with you more. I want to
flag one last statement and I do not expect you to answer, Mr Bu.chan or Mr Benkesser, but feel free. Thank
· goodness that the guys on that side contacted you, because God knows what could have happened or has
happened. Has Hollands c_ome back to you guys and said: 'Thank you for letting us know. We were wrong; we
should have let you on the site and worked with you'?
Mr Buchan: No. But I must say it was the first time that our union here worked hand in hand with the AMA,
who had same concerns. Because we had so many people sign on to the register, we thought that it was our duty
to hold an information session, where we had Robert from Asbestos Diseases Society, we had Andrew Miller
from the AMA and we had our counsellors from MA TES in Construction-because the psychological issues that
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affect our members and all workers in this, particularly when it goes to taking contaminated clothing home, and
your overalls or whatever have been in the washing machineScnator XENOPHON: You can expose your family, your loved ones.
Mr Buchan: You can expose your family. They have seen workers on TV; they have heard me and others go
through there-it is a problem. So we took it upon ourselves to do that because it was not happening, and it was a
good thing.

ACTING CHAIR: · Yes. There are a lot more questions to be asked, and it is a shame that the state
government has muzzled a couple of the agencies. I will say that because that is what I believe. Mr Buchan and
Mr Benkesser, thank you very much for your time. No doubt we will be back in touch. We know where to find
you. We are waiting for a stream of information to come back rrom you as well.
Mr Buchan: I have found amongst my papers here a couple of different reports-the one from Coffeys and
also the one from John Hollands internal.

ACTING CHAIR: You just want to table them?
Mr Buchan: Yes, and the rest I will send through.
ACTING CHAIR: Thank you very much. Senator Xenophon and I have just had a quick private meeting-on
the· public record-and agreed we will put a two-week time period for you to come back to us.
.
Senator XENOPHON: That is for all the documents we asked for and the answers to those questions we
asked you. That would be helpful.
Mr Buchan: Yes. No wonies.

ACTING CHAIR: Thank you kindly.
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Department of Commerce

Interim report on PCH asbestos released
An interim report into the discovery of asbestos in the new Perth Children's Hospital
(PCH) has found the procurement processes used by principal contractor John
Holland Pty Ltd to be comprehensive and consistent with industry practice. However,
industry and government must improve processes for detecting and preventing the
presence of non-conforming and hazardous products in buildings.
Released by Building Commissioner Peter Gow today, the interim report concluded
that:
• John Holland appropriately managed the response after asbestos was
confirmed, but the task risk assessment process should have more cl~arly
addressed the dust hazard;
• the procurement processes used by Johri Holland were comprehensive and
consistent with industry practice;
• the manufacturing pro~ess used by Yuanda allowed non-specified and nonconforming products to enter the supply chain; and
• the remediation plan proposed by John Holland includes safe and suitable
processes to replace affected components within the unitised roof panels and
verification that they will be fit-for-purpose.
Asbestos was discovered in unitised roof panels supplied by Chinese company
Yuanda during the construction of the building's atrium ceiling in July 2016. Shortly
after the discovery, Building Commissioner Peter Gow announced he would undertake
an independent audit of the PCH and other WA buildings containing Yuanda products.
To date, no new products containing asbestos have been found.
"I am satisfied that the response to asbestos at the new Perth Children's Hospital site
was managed appropriately by John Holland and that the remediation plan to remove
asbestos-containing material at the site is adequate," said Building Commissio"ner .
Peter Gow.
"I am also satisfied that in sourcing the unitised roof panels for the Perth Children's
Hospital project, John Holland used an experienced subcontractor, correctly specified
that the product must be asbestos-free and had evidence that h;d it to believe that the
product complied with the specification.
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"However, it is clear that despite a certificate labelling the fibre-cement sheeting as
asbestos-free, the product supplied by Yuanda did not meet John Holland's
specifications and the fibre-cement sheeting ordered by Yuanda was substituted by a
product containing asbestos.
'This and other related circumstances show that specifiers, builders and suppliers
must be vigilant about the products they use during construction and must satisfy
themselves that the products they use do not contain asbestos."
Work cµrrently underway by the Building Minister's Forum and other governmentindustry bodies is addressing the problem of non-conforming building products.
The interim report and information on the audit's progress is available on the Building
Commission website at www.commerce.wa.gov .au/building-commission/.audit-

yuanda-building-products (/building-commission/audit-yuanda-building-products).
View a summary of the interim report (!publications/summarv-interim-reoort-perth-childrenshosoital-asbestos)
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lOApril 2017

80 Beaufort Street
Perth 6000

Mr Peter Gow
Building Commissioner
Building Commission
Department of Commerce
Locked Bag 14
CLOISTERS SQUARE WA 6850

PO BOX8075
Perth BC 6849
Ph 08 9228 6900
Fax 08 9228 6901

cfmeuwa.com
ABrl :

n 538 246 780

Dear Commissioner
Perth Children's Hospital Project
I write to you regarding the Perth Children's Hospital project (PCH).
The CFMEU has recently received a report, from a whistleblower that details allegations of serious noncompliance issues arising in the construction of passive fire walls at the PCH. It specifically alleges that the
fire walls at the PCH have failed to be constructed to the manufacturer's specifications and therefore may
not comply with Australian Standards .
Allegations
The report contains extremely serious allegations, which potentially present a significant hazard to patients,
staff, emergency services personnel and the broader community in the event of a fire . I wish to bring these
issues to your attention. The matters raised in the report include:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

The construction of fire walls at the PCH failing to be built to the requirements of a Class 9a building
as specified by the Building Code of Australia {BCA);
Fire rated junctions do not comply because the 'dusty edge' of the raw plasterboard were not treated
with an appropriate acrylic sealer and binder. This has resulted in a sub-standard adhesion of the fire
mastic to the plasterboard and a subsequent cracking along walls, floors and ceiling junctions. The
remedial work to the junctions was not done to standard. The original mastic was not removed, primed
nor installed correctly;
Expansion joints of passive walls were not installed correctly in respect to the following:
a) The expansion joints were not installed at the correct intervals or spans across the
passive fire walls;
b) Subcontractors used non-rated steel and plastic flush beads in the installation of the fire
walls;
c) Subcontractors failed to install a fire-rated baffle behind the non-fire rated plastic flush
bead;
d) There was inadequate or no framing separation, which has resulted ill a:reduction in the
fire separating integrity of the passive fire walls;
Th_e non-compliant installation of expansion joints has also occurred in the service shaft~, resulting in
the increased probability of fire quickly travelling through multiple levels;
·
Multiple layers of fire-rated plasterboard which were installed in some wall systems w~re .not done in
accordance with manufacturer specifications. The intumescent fire mastic {Knauf Binde~}. was n~t
installed in accordance with the manufacturer's requirements, which may void th~;v.(ah~nty'of the fire
rating; and .
'.··

6.

Non-fire rated fixings have been used in fire rated walls (including the use of wall toggles and wall
mates). These fixings are hollow fasteners and provide an opening for fire to ingress.

Further to these issues, the report alleges a number of failings on the part of the Principal Contractor, John
Holland Group Pty.Ltd (JHG) in ensuring the installation of fire walls was carried out correctly by the ceiling
fixing subcontractors. This includes the following:
7.

8.

The inspection of passive firewalls on behalf of the state was predominately undertaken by people
who may be non-qualified and inexperienced personnel employed by Norman, Disney & Young (NDY);
and
JHG management regularly applied undue and inappropriate pressure to NOY inspectors to ensure
non-compliance notices were not issues (in cases where defects were identified).

The seriousness of the issues outlined in the report cannot be overstated. We are extremely concerned about
these allegations and we request that you conduct an urgent independent investigation into the veracity of
the matters raised. I think that like me you would find the allegations to be completely unacceptable,
particularly on a State Government funded hospital that will look after sick and injured kids.
Action Required
We seek an assurance from you that the investigation into the issues raised will be actioned immediately
and:
•

be thorough and completely independent and comprise key stakeholders including the Association of
Wall and Ceiling Industries of Western Australia (AWCI), the CFMEU and an independent fire engineer,
who has not previously been engaged on the PCH project;

•

include a detailed audit into the integrity of the fire walls and their compliance with the BCA,
manufacturer specifications and Australian Standards;

•

collaborate with all relevant agencies, workers and contractors to ensure that patients and the community
are not exposed to a serious fire hazard in the future; and .

•

ensure that any workers and employees who have been compelled to sign confidentiality agreements as
a part of their employment can provide evidence to the investigation without being penalised.

Given the serious nature of these concerns I am seeking to meet with you as soon as possible. Please
contact me on 0419 812 861 to discuss this further.

Yours faithfully

Michael (Mick) Buchan
State Secretary
cc: Sandy Randall, Director of Compliance, Building Commission

